AROUND THE CHASE...

- **Landscaping Annual Walk-Around**—Tuesday, May 5, 1:00 p.m. Assemble in front of the Burke’s condo (1924). Raindate is Thursday, May 7. Following the Walk-Around, the Landscaping Committee will submit a report to the Board and then the Board will vote on how discretionary funding for landscaping will be allocated. If you cannot make the Walk-Around, and have a request, make sure to communicate that request to Bonnie Burke, prior to the Walk-Around.

- Welcome to our new neighbors! Huron Chase is a friendly community. Neighbors have opportunities to get to know each other in casual situations throughout the year. We co-own property together and believe it is important to establish good relations with each other under normal circumstances so that when inevitable differences arise, they can be handled in a thoughtful and diplomatic fashion. There will be garage parties this coming spring, Fridays, May 1, 8, 15, and 22. Come as often as you’d like. Bring your own beverage and a big smile. We’ll supply the rest in the garage at 1964 Boulder Dr.

- **Annual meeting**: held Tuesday, April 21, 2009. Ricky Agranoff was elected to the Board once again. Following the annual meeting, the Board voted to keep officers the same as in the past: Arlinghaus, President; Nolan, Vice-President; Agranoff, Secretary.

- Garlic mustard. In the past, groups of willing and able Huron Chase residents have devoted a bit of time to projects, as they arise, that benefit us all. Once upon a time, before the presence of dwelling units across the street and to our south, we got together in the spring to “clean up the Parkway.” Some of us still pick up trash as we find it on walks and apparently others from the newer complexes do the same. There seems to be no need for us to police trash from here to the corner. However, we now have other unsightly matters that threaten our landscape. Garlic mustard is an invasive ground cover plant that not only chokes out native plantings by its early emergence in the spring, but it also exudes a substance into the soil that is toxic to a number of native plants. The results of letting garlic mustard get a really firm hold can be quite negative. This spring we are having the purple loosestrife removed from the pond and the wild grapevine removed from the forest (both are invasive species).
Garlic mustard removal is a more detailed process and it is one that interested and able-bodied neighbors can help with. If a number of people remove some, then the entire community benefits. However, if removal is done inappropriately, the effort can hasten its spread. If you would like to help by donating a bit of time and labor (whatever suits you) please contact our wonderful Landscaping Chair, Bonnie Burke. She will train the first few who contact her to identify the plant and will discuss removal techniques. Once a few are trained, then they can help others to learn! So, get in the swing of things…put on gloves, boots, and call Bonnie! Sooner is better than later…
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